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Abstract
A series of “double-cable” conjugated polymers were developed for application in
efficient single-component polymer solar cells, in which high quantum efficiencies could
be achieved due to the optimized nanophase separation between donor and acceptor parts.
The new double-cable polymers contain electron-donating poly(benzodithiophene) (BDT)
as linear conjugated backbone for hole transport and pendant electron-deficient perylene
bisimide (PBI) units for electron transport, connected via a dodecyl linker. Sulfur and
fluorine substituents were introduced to tune the energy levels and crystallinity of the
conjugated polymers. The double-cable polymers adopt a “face-on” orientation in which
the conjugated BDT backbone and the pendant PBI units have a preferential π-π stacking
direction perpendicular to the substrate, favorable for interchain charge transport normal
to the plane. The linear conjugated backbone acts as a scaffold for the crystallization of
the PBI groups, to provide a double-cable nanophase separation of donor and acceptor
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phases. The optimized nanophase separation enables efficient excition dissociation as
well as charge transport as evidenced from the high, up to 80%, internal quantum
efficiency for photon-to-electron conversion. In single-component organic solar cells the
double-cable polymers provide power conversion efficiency up to 4.18%. This is one of
the highest performances in single-component organic solar cells. The nanophase
separated design can likely be used to achieve high performance single-component
organic solar cells.
1. Introduction
Single-component polymer solar cells (SCPSCs) have been widely studied in the
last two decades.1-5 In SCPSCs, covalently linked electron donor and acceptor parts in
one material are used to absorb sunlight and generate excitons, which then diffuse
towards the donor/acceptor interface, where charges are generated that can be transported
to the electrodes. This photon-to-electron conversion process is usually accomplished by
two materials, e.g. a donor polymer and fullerene acceptor, blended in a bulkheterojunction (BHJ) solar cell.6 A single photoactive material can simplify the device
fabrication for SCPSCs and improve the cell stability, increasing the applicability for
large-area devices.7 Conjugated polymers designed for SCPSCs consist of block
copolymers,3 such as rod-rod8-16 and rod-coil structures,16-22 and “double-cable” polymers
comprising a conjugated backbone as donor for hole transport with interacting pendant
acceptor groups that ensure electron transport .23-33 Although they have been successfully
applied into SCPSCs, the power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) are always below
3%.8,29,33 This is far away from the PCEs of BHJ solar cells that are now exceeding
13%,34 leaving much room for improvement.
The dimension of the phase separation of the photoactive layer has a significant
impact on the charge generation, photocurrent and PCEs in organic solar cells.6,35-38 Due
to their short lifetime, photo-generated excitons can only diffuse over small distances
towards the donor/acceptor interface and, hence, an intimately mixed blend is preferred.39
On the other hand, transport of separated free charges (holes and electrons) towards the
electrodes is more efficient in large-phase separated systems, in which the smaller
interfacial area reduces the probability for hole-electron recombination.40 In order to
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balance the contradicting morphological requirements for these two processes, nanophase
separation with domain sizes of 10 – 20 nm is considered as the optimal morphology for
high performance organic solar cells.41-42 In BHJ systems, this can be achieved via tuning
the donor/acceptor structures, such as adjusting crystallinity,43-47 solubility48-49 and
miscibility,50-53 and also through the device fabrication by using high-boiling point
solvent additives54 and thermal/solvent annealing methods.45,55-57 However, the optimized
blend morphology may not be stable with time or temperature. In a single conjugated
polymer that contains electron donor and acceptor segments, nanophase separation is also
vital to the device performance, but morphology is thermodynamically stable.
Interestingly, although conjugated block copolymers can form organized nanostructures,
their SCPSCs always have shown disappointing performance.58 One reason is the limited
materials selection. A frequently used donor segment in conjugated block copolymers is
poly(3-hexylthiophene)

because

it

can

be

obtained

via

a

catalyst-transfer

polycondensation.59-62 This quasi-living polymerization provides oligothiophenes with
controlled end groups and molecular weight, which can be used to prepare block
copolymers. By comparison, double-cable conjugated polymers can be constructed from
a vast amount of donor polymers and fullerene or non-fullerene acceptors.63 In contrast to
block copolymers, the conjugated backbone and the covalently bound acceptor side
groups of most double cable polymers tend to form a completely mixed morphology,
resulting in a poor device performance.
Recently, we reported three double-cable conjugated polymers based on a
diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)-polymer backbone and perylene bisimide (PBI) side units.33
We found that longer alkyl (dodecyl) linkers between DPP and PBI units improved the
crystallinity of the polymers compared to the shorter alkyl (hexyl) linkers, which could be
further enhanced by using alkylthiothiophene side groups. It seemed that the enhanced
crystallinity in these polymers was related to the better nanophase separation, as
confirmed by their high PCEs in SCPSCs. Therefore, we speculated that by rationally
designing new double-cable conjugated polymers, it should be possible to further
optimize the nanophase separation and adequately balance the contradictory
morphological requirements for charge generation and charge transport in organic solar
cells.
3

Herein, a new strategy to adjust the nanophase separation of double-cable
polymers is reported by using a linear conjugated backbone. We propose that the linear
backbone self-assembles into aligned structures, so that the acceptor side units are forced
to locate in between the conjugated backbones, resulting in nanophase separation
between them. The linear backbone is similar to the donor polymer PBDTT (Figure 1a),
which has been reported to provide high quantum efficiencies in BHJ solar cells.64 The
backbone consists of a homopolymer of benzodithiophene (BDT) units, which provide a
linear configuration as indicated by density functional theory (DFT) calculations (Figure
1d). Large aromatic PBI side groups as electron acceptor were incorporated into the
polymer PBDTPBI (Figure 1c) to generate intrinsic donor-acceptor systems. Sulfur and
fluorine atoms were incorporated in the BDT units in S-PBDTPBI and SF-PBDTPBI
(Figure 1c), to tune the frontier energy levels and crystalline properties.34 In this work we
show that these conjugated polymers containing a linear conjugated backbone and large
π-conjugated side groups form nanophase-separated domains and yield high quantum
efficiencies above 0.65 in solar cells. Ultimately, a high PCE of 4.18% based on the new
double-cable photoactive layer was realized, representing the highest performance for
SCPSCs obtained to date.
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Figure 1. The chemical structures of (a) donor polymer PBDTT, (b) electron acceptor
PBI and (c) double-cable conjugated polymers PBDTPBI, S-PBDTPBI, and SFPBDTPBI. (d) Molecular geometries of PBDBT segment by DFT calculations.
2. Results
2.1. Synthesis of the monomers and polymers. The synthetic routes for the
monomers and double-cable polymers are shown in Scheme 1 and the detailed
procedures are described in the Supporting Information (SI). The key monomer, M8, is a
dibromo-BDT carrying two pendant PBI units, connected via flexible dodecyl linkers.
The synthesis starts by alkylating thiophene (M1) to yield 2-(12-bromododecyl)thiophene
(M2). After protecting with a methoxy end group, M3 could be used to synthesize M4
via lithiation, reaction with benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene-4,8-dione, and reduction with
SnCl2. M4 was treated with BuLi and CBr4 to yield M5, followed by reacting with HBr
to yield the key precursor M6. The distinct reactivity of the two pairs of bromine atoms
in M6 provided the opportunity to introduce the PBI side units into monomer M8, while
preserving the other two bromines on the BDT unit for aryl-aryl coupling polymerization
reactions. In this work, we selected three distannyl-BDT compounds M9-11 for Stille
polymerization, in which the substituents attached to BDT unit varied from 2-(2ethylhexyl)thiophene (M9) to 2-((2-ethylhexyl)thio)thiophene (M10) and 2-((2ethylhexyl)thio)-3-fluorothiophene (M11).
The double-cable polymers were obtained via Stille polymerization by using
Pd(PPh3)4 as catalyst and toluene/DMF as solvent. After Soxhlet extraction by acetone,
hexane, and dichloromethane to remove impurities and oligomers, the polymers were
isolated in a reasonable yield (64.5% - 96.3%). The polymers show good solubility in
chlorobenzene (CB). The molecular weight of the new polymers was determined using
gel permeation chromatography (GPC) with o-DCB as eluent at 140 °C. The numberaverage molecular weights (Mn) of PBDTPBI, S-PBDTPBI, and SF-PBDTPBI are 42.8,
37.0, and 26.3 kDa, respectively (Table 1). For reference, PBDTT was synthesized
according to a literature procedure64 and obtained with Mn = 21.0 kDa. All polymers
exhibited good thermal stability with 5% weight loss temperature above 340 °C (Figure
S1, SI). Differential scanning calorimetry measurement shows that the compound PBI
5

has typical melt and crystallization behavior, while PBDTT and PBDTPBIs have no
thermal transition in the measurement (Figure S2).

Scheme 1. Synthetic routes of the monomers and polymers. (i) n-BuLi, 0 °C, 1 h, 1,12dibromododecane in THF at 60 °C, 12 h; (ii) NaOCH3 in methanol at 90 °C, 12 h; (iii) nBuLi at 50 °C, 1 h, benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene-4,8-dione in THF at 50 °C, 1 h,
SnCl2/HCl/H2O; (iv) BuLi, 0 °C, 30 min, r.t, 1.5 h, CBr4, 12 h; (v) HBr, 140 °C, 12 h; (vi)
K2CO3, in DMF at 60 °C, 48 h; (vii) Stille polymerization, Pd(PPh3)4 in toluene/DMF
(10:1, v/v) at 115 °C, 24 h.
2.2. Optical and Electrochemical Properties. The UV-vis absorption spectra of
the double-cable polymers in thin films (Figure 2a) and in CHCl3 solution (Figure S3, SI)
are similar to those of the donor polymer PBDTT and the electron acceptor PBI (Figure
1b). PBDTPBI and its derivatives show two peaks at 490 nm and 530 nm in thin film and
solution, with a shoulder at 560 nm. The intensity of the shoulder at 560 nm is
significantly enhanced in thin films, indicating that it is related to aggregation. The longwavelength shoulder can be attributed to stacked PBI units, as a similar shoulder can be
observed in the absorption of PBI (Figure 2a). PBDTPBIs have an optical band gap (Eg)
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of 2.10 eV, which is similar to that of the donor polymer PBDTT and the PBI units
(Table 1).
(b) -3
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Figure 2. (a) Optical absorption spectra of the double-cable conjugated PBDTPBI
polymers, PBDTT, and PBI. (b) HOMO/LUMO energy levels determined from cyclic
voltammetry vs Fc/Fc+.
Table 1. Molecular Weight and Optical Properties of the Polymers and PBI.
Mn a

Mw a

Polymer

(kDa)

(kDa)

PBDTPBI

42.8

76.1

S-PBDTPBI

37.0

SF-PBDTPBI
PBDTT
PBI
a

Egsol

Egfilm

EHOMOCV

ELUMOCV

EgCV

EHOMOUPS

(eV)

(eV)

(eV)

(eV)

(eV)

(eV)

1.78

2.14

2.10

-5.31

-3.68

1.63

-5.16

66.4

1.79

2.12

2.08

-5.35

-3.70

1.65

-5.18

26.3

46.8

1.78

2.10

2.08

-5.34

-3.76

1.58

-5.25

21.0

43.6

2.08

2.20

2.13

-5.37

-3.24

2.13

-4.99

-

0.698b

-

2.29

2.09

-5.86

-3.77

2.09

-6.30

PDI

Determined with GPC at 140 °C using o-DCB as the eluent.

b

Determined by high

resolution MALDI-TOF spectra.
The frontier energy levels of the polymers and PBI determined by cyclic
voltammetry measurement (Figure S4, SI) are shown in Figure 2b. The highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) levels of PBDTPBIs are similar to that of PBDTT, while the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) levels are similar to that of PBI. As a
result, the energy band gaps calculated from HOMO and LUMO levels (EgCV) are always
much lower than the optical band gaps (Eg) (Table 1). This is typical for double cable
7

polymers, but differs from regular donor or acceptor conjugated polymers where the
opposite is commonly found. Introduction of sulfur and fluorine atoms has a small effect
on the HOMO and LUMO levels of the polymer, which are both lowered with respect to
the vacuum level. HOMO levels of PBDTPBIs determined by ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) measurement show similar trend with CV results (Figure S5 and
Table 1). The effects of sulfur and fluorine on the HOMO energy levels were anticipated
as they are directly attached to conjugated backbone,34 but the effect on the LUMO levels,
which are governed by the PBI units, was not expected.
2.3. Crystalline properties and phase separation in these polymers. Since DFT
calculations revealed that the PBDTPBIs possess a linear conjugated backbone, it is
interesting to investigate the crystallinity and the possible nanophase separation of these
polymers using grazing-incidence wide-angle and small-angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS and GISAXS) as shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The polymer thin
films spin-casted on Si substrates using CB solution show mixed “edge-on” and “faceon” orientation, as confirmed by their strong (100) diffraction peaks in the out-of-plane
and in-plane direction (Figure S6a-c). Intensity of the (100) diffraction peaks in the outof-plane direction are greatly reduced by adding a high boiling point diiodooctane (DIO)
into spin-coating solution (Figure S6d-f). When the polymer thin films are further
annealed at 150 °C, the (100) diffraction peaks in the out-of-plane direction almost
disappear and at the same time (100) diffraction peaks in the in-plane direction can be
observed, indicating that the conjugated backbones exhibit preferentially “face-on”
orientation (Figure 3). The results reveal that the microstructure of single-component
conjugated polymers strongly depends on the fabrication condition as observed in BHJ
systems.
Interestingly, the introduction of PBI units switched the orientation of the
conjugated backbone with respect to the substrate from “edge-on” for PBDTT (Figure 3d)
to “face-on” for the PBDTPBIs (Figure 3a-c), demonstrated by the strong (100)
diffraction peak in the out-of-plane direction for PBDTT, which disappeared in
PBDTPBIs. This is the preferred orientation for charge transport in organic solar cells.65
Additionally, incorporation of the PBIs resulted in distinct (010) diffraction peaks in the
8

out-of-plane direction, evidencing π-π stacking of the conjugated backbones or the PBI
units with stacking distance of 3.63 ± 0.02 Å in a direction normal to the plane of the
film.66 In order to assign the (010) diffraction peaks to the conjugated backbone or the
PBI units, we synthesize three new random copolymers, PBDTPBI-10, PBDTPBI-50 and
PBDTPBI-80 with varied PBI content (Scheme 1). GIWAXS analysis shows that (010)
diffraction peaks are absent in the polymer PBDTT and PBDTPBI-10, and start to be
observed in PBDTPBI-50. In addition, the intensity of (010) peaks is enhanced when
increasing the content of PBI units (Figure S7). These results indicate that (010)
diffraction peaks in these single-component polymers can be owing to the π-π stacking of
PBIs. This study also confirms that PBDTT backbone can generate ordered structures,
which is helpful for PBI units to form crystalline morphology.
The large-size PBIs seemingly have little impact on the lamellar stacking of
polymers, because the d-spacings of (100) peaks of PBDTPBIs were slightly larger or
similar to that of PBDTT (Figure 3 and Table 2). With its dodecyl linker and the tricosan12-yl swallow tail the PBI units are much larger than the 2-ethylhexyl side chain of
PBDTT, and it is likely that the large PBI side units would change the lamellar spacing.
In fact, the molecular weight of the repeating unit of the PBDTPBIs, consisting of two
BDTs, is more than twice as large as the two BDTs in PBDTT. We therefore propose that
the PBI units form a real second phase, next to the PBDTT backbone, providing a
nanophase separation with a short distance between PBDTT and PBI for efficient charge
separation as shown in Figure 4a. The alternating PBDTT and PBI units can explain the
similar d-spacings for PBDTPBI and PBDTT, which would be difficult to reconcile
otherwise. The nanophase separation as schematically shown in Figure 4a ensures
efficient exciton dissociation into free charge carriers and provides percolating pathways
for both electrons and holes.

9

Figure 3. Characteristics of the polymer thin films spin-casted on Si substrates using
CB/DIO and annealed at 150 °C for 10 min. (a-d) GIWAXS patterns, and (e) the out-ofplane and in-plane cuts of the corresponding GIWAXS patterns.
Table 2. Crystallographic Parameters of the Pure Polymers in Thin Films.
Polymera

a

In-plane (100)
a

Out-of-plane (010)

d (Å)

CL (nm)

d (Å)

CLa (nm)

PBDTPBI

23.3

13.4

3.65

2.1

S-PBDTPBI

20.3

7.7

3.61

2.5

SF-PBDTPBI

20.9

10.6

3.63

2.4

PBDTT

20.3

9.5

-

-

2CL = 2πk/fwhm, where k is a shape factor (here uses 0.9).

GISAXS (Figure 4b) reveals a characteristic distance of about 5-6 nm in these
polymers, especially for SF-PBDTPBI which has a diffraction peak at q ~ 0.13 Å-1,
corresponding to a distance of about 5 nm, which is close to twice the lamellar packing
inferred from GIWAXS. This is consistent with the proposed structures in Figure 4a. It is
worthy mentioned that the GISAXS signal is comparatively weak which would be caused
by a broad length scale distribution of the characteristic structure. We synthesized a high
molecular weight SF-PBDTPBI (Mn = 33.0 kDa and Mw = 60.8 kDa) and perform the
GISAXS measurement, but the intensity has no obvious change (Figure S8). It is desired
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to emphasize that real morphology in the polymer thin films is complicated, such as three
dimensional microstructures and the possible amorphous region. Therefore, more deep
investigation into the morphology in these polymers will be required in the future.

Figure 4. (a) Illustration of PBDTPBIs in nanostructures. Top view: BDT is blue color
and PBI is red color. (b) GISAXS profiles of the pure polymer thin films spin-casted on
Si substrates using CB/DIO and annealed at 150 °C for 10 min.
2.4. Morphology studies by AFM and TEM. We further used atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to study the
morphology of single-component active layers (Figure 6). The AFM phase images of the
PBDTPBIs show little contrast with 10 – 20 nm surface features. On the other hand, thin
PBDTT:PBI BHJ films show very large phase separation (Figure S9, SI). In the brightfield TEM images of the PBDTPBIs show clear fringe patterns. By using Fourier
transform, d-spacings of 2.41, 2.32, and 2.29 nm can be obtained from the TEM images
for the three polymers, respectively. These values are close to the d-spacings of lamellar
stacking of side units in these polymers (Table 2) determined by GIWAXS. We think dspacings in TEM images are the distance between PBI and PBDTT backbone, but not the
distance between two PBIs or PBDTT backbones due to the low contrast. The times the
distance is close to the value from GISAXS, which is consistent with the proposed
structure in Figure 4a.
In summary, the PBI side units in these double-cable polymers enable the “faceon” orientation, improved π-π stacking, and crystallinity, resulting in a nanophase
11

separation between PBDTT backbone and pendant PBI units. These advantages allow for
efficient exciton diffusion, charge separation and transport, and meanwhile reduce charge
recombination, indicating their possibility to achieve efficient solar cells.

Figure 5. (a-c) AFM phase images and (d-f) bright-field TEM images of the polymer thin
films fabricated from CB/DIO solution and annealed at 150 °C for 10 min. (a,d)
PBDTPBI, (b,e) S-PBDTPBI, and (c,f) SF-PBDTPBI. Inserts: Fourier transform of part
of the images to determine d-spacings.
2.5. Single-component photovoltaic performance. The new double-cable
polymers were applied in SCPSCs using an inverted configuration in which ITO/ZnO and
MoO3/Ag were used as electrodes. The photoactive layers containing PBDTPBI, SPBDTPBI, or SF-PBDTPBI were spin-coated from CB solution, in which the solvent
additive, thickness of the photoactive layers, and the thermal annealing temperature were
carefully optimized, as summarized in Tables S1 to S6. The use of a 1,8-diiodooctane
(DIO) as high boiling point processing additive and thermal annealing at 150 °C
consistently improve the photovoltaic performance, mainly due to enhanced fill factors
(FFs). The improvement is possibly due to the better microstructures when using additive
12

and annealing process, as discussed in previous section. BHJ solar cells based on
PBDTT:PBI (1:1) were also fabricated for comparison (Table S7). The J-V characteristics
of optimized solar cells are presented in Figure 6 and the data is summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Characteristics of Optimized Single-Component Organic Solar Cells.
Active Layer
PBDTPBI b
S-PBDTPBI b
SF-PBDTPBI c
PBDTT:PBI d
a

PCE a

Jsc

Voc

(mA cm-2)

(V)

7.54

0.69

0.53

2.73

(7.25±0.18)

(0.69±0.04)

(0.51±0.02)

(2.56±0.09)

8.05

0.78

0.57

3.60

(7.97±0.10)

(0.78±0.005)

(0.56±0.011)

(3.49±0.06)

7.60

0.92

0.60

4.18

(7.41±0.12)

(0.92±0)

(0.58±0.013)

(3.96±0.12)

2.17

0.93

0.46

0.94

(2.11±0.06)

(0.93±0.01)

(0.44±0.01)

(0.87±0.04)

FF

(%)

EQEmax
0.64
0.67
0.66
0.21

The highest performance cells. The values in parentheses represent statistics results from 8 independent

cells. b Fabricated from CB/DIO (1%) solution and thermally annealed at 150 °C for 10 min. c Fabricated
from CB/DIO (0.75%) solution and thermally annealed at 150 °C for 10 min. d Fabricated from CB/DIO
(1%) solution without thermally annealling. The thickness of all active layers is 50 nm.
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Figure 6. Characteristics of PBDTPBI, S-PBDTPBI, SF-PBDTPBI, and PBDTT:PBI
(1:1 w/w) solar cells. (a) J-V characteristics in dark (dashed line) and under white light
illumination (solid line). (b) EQE of the optimized SCOSCs. (c) Fraction of photons
absorbed in the photoactive layers (50 nm for all the layers) and (d) calculated IQE
spectra of SCOSCs.
The three PBDTPBI polymers exhibit a distinct photovoltaic effect with similar
short-circuit current densities (Jscs), while the open-circuit voltage (Voc) increases in the
order of PBDTPBI < S-PBDTPBI < SF-PBDTPBI. In addition to the Voc increase, the FF
of SCPSCs increases in the same order. This is consistent with a reduced charge
recombination caused by a better nanophase separation of SF-PBDTPBI, as observed in
GISAXS profiles. In contrast, the PBDTT:PBI cells show poor performance (Table 3).
The Jscs of the three cells were consistent with the external quantum efficiencies
(EQEs) shown in Figure 6b. All three SCPSCs show high EQEs with a maximum above
0.65. In contrast, the PBDTT:PBI cells only have an EQE below 0.21 (Table 3). We
determined the internal quantum efficiencies (IQEs) of the cells by using the wavelength
dependent refractive indices and extinction coefficients of all layers in the device.67
Using these data, the fraction of absorbed photons for the active layers can be calculated
(Figure 6c) via optical modeling. Although the single-component active layers only have
a thickness of 50 nm, still 80% of the photons can be absorbed by the photoactive layers,
which is similar to BHJs utilizing a donor polymer and acceptor molecule.68 The IQEs
(Figure 6d) were then calculated by dividing the EQEs by the fraction of absorbed
photons. PBDTPBIs based active layers show IQEs above 0.60 with maximum at 0.80.
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Importantly, EQEs and IQEs of SCPSCs based on PBDTPBIs are comparable to
BHJ solar cells, indicating that nanophase separation between polymer backbone and PBI
side chains, as inferred from GIWAXS and GISAXS, has been well-optimized. It is also
worth mentioning that, PBDTPBIs have large band gaps with onset around 600 nm. This
significantly limits the overlap of their absorption spectrum with the solar spectrum.
Therefore, we consider that by designing new single-component conjugated polymers
with extended absorption, higher power conversion efficiencies can be realized.
3. Discussion
The single-component conjugated polymers in this work provide good
performance in SCOSCs, but it also leaves some questions that require further
investigation. The three polymers show similar HOMO levels as indicated by CV
measurement, also confirmed by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)
measurement. However, they show distinct Vocs in SCPSCs, from 0.69 V to 0.92 V,
which is also lower than 0.93 V in PBDTT:PBI cell (Table 3). Interestingly, when
reducing PBI content in the polymers, the Vocs of cells can be increased from 0.69 V for
PBDTPBI to 0.74 V, 0.83 V and 0.92 V for PBDTPBI-80, PBDTPBI-50 and PBDTPBI10 (Figure S11 and Table S8), although these polymers show similar HOMO levels
(Figure S10). The Voc of the solar cells is related to the energy of the charge transfer state
(ECT) that can be studied by electroluminescence (EL) measurements (Figure 7).69
PBDTT – based device shows strong emission at 1.8 eV, while PBDTPBI:PBI cell has
strong emission at 2.0 eV that is contributed to the emission of PBI and CT emission at
1.25 eV. This is consistent with the large phase separation in PBDTPBI:PBI blend.
PBDTPBI only shows CT emission at 1.25 eV, and the intensity is enhanced in SPBDTPBI and SF-PBDTPBI. This indicates that the polymer backbones and PBI side
units have better contact. SF-PBDTPBI also shows strong emission at 2.0 eV, indicating
that PBI units in SF-PBDTPBI have well-organized nanostructures as in PBDTT:PBI
blend. These results reveal that PBDTPBI, S-PBDTPBI and SF-PBDTPBI show distinct
morphology, which would be responsible for their different Vocs. However, three
polymers show similar CT emission at 1.25 eV that couldn’t explain the varied Vocs.
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Therefore, we think further studies will be required, such as their radiative and nonradiative loss, to give the deep insight into the Voc of cells.
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Figure 7. Normalized EL spectra of the optimized solar cells.
Another issue is about significantly increased EQEs and FF in these PBDTPBIs –
based cells compared to previous DPP – based SCPSCs.33 The EQEs in organic solar
cells relate to the efficiency of exciton diffusion, charge dissociation and transport.
Excitons require excess energy to be separated into free charges due to the low dielectric
constant of organic semiconductors. The excess energy can be easily determined by the
energy loss (Eloss) that is defined as the difference between optical band gap (Eg) and Voc,
in which Eloss above 0.60 eV is sufficient for charge separation. We summarize Eloss of six
SCPSCs based on DPP and BDT – polymers in Table S9, in which both of DPP and BDT
– polymers show higher/similar EQE at low Eloss. Therefore, it seems that the low EQEs
in DPP-polymers are attributed to exciton diffusion and charge transport process. We
then measure the hole and electron mobilities of SCP3 and SF-PBDTPBI based cells by
space charge limit current (SCLC) method, in which SCP3 – based cells perform
unbalanced hole and electron mobilities with ratio of 252 (Figure S12 and Table S10).
The ratio is significantly reduced to 34 in SF-PBDTPBI based cells, corresponding to
their high FFs. The unbalanced hole and electron mobilities would enhance the charge
recombination, also causing low EQEs. We also notice that the much high hole mobility
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in SCP3 is responsible for the unbalanced mobilities, so for DPP-based single component
polymers it is essential to improve the ordered structures and electron mobility of PBIs in
order to achieve high FF and EQE in SCPSCs.
4. Conclusions
A series of double-cable conjugated polymers based on linear PBDTT backbone with
pendant PBI units were designed for application in single-component organic solar cells.
The double-cable polymers show HOMO levels close to that of PBDTT and LUMO
levels similar to that of the PBI. GIWAXS and GISAXS revealed that in thin films the
double-cable polymers show a “face-on” orientation of the PBDTT backbones and PBI
units, which is favorable for charge transport in organic solar cells. The X-ray diffraction
and microcopy data point to a nanophase separation of the PBDTT backbone and PBI
side units which assists exciton dissociation and transport of the resulting charges to the
electrodes. These advantages resulted in PCEs up to 4.18%, which is one of the highest
performance in single-component organic solar cells. The cells showed high EQEs up to
0.65 and IQEs up to 0.80, demonstrating an outstanding absorbed photon to collected
electron conversion efficiency. Our results demonstrate that by rationally designing
conjugated backbone with linear structures, optimized nanophase separation in singlecomponent polymers can be realized, and therefore high performance single-component
organic solar cells can be achieved.
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